Research Collections and Digital Information

Learn how electronic texts can save you
money!The new technologies that have
revolutionized information storage and
retrieval demand commensurate changes in
librarianship. Research Collections and
Digital Information explores the practical
and theoretical impact of new information
technologies on the libraries of today. It
suggests new strategies for collecting,
organizing, and accessing library materials
and emphasizes the increasing importance
of classification and bibliographic rigor in
dealing with the riot of information
available on the Internet.This helpful book
provides a detailed case study of the
advantages and disadvantages of an
electronic text center. A thorough
discussion of the possibilities of
custom-tailored digital libraries includes
information on the Alexandria Digital
Earth Prototype, which offers geographers
and other earth scientists electronic access
to maps, aerial photographs, and texts. In
addition, you will find proven guidelines
for selecting ebooks and other electronic
materials.Research Collections and Digital
Information
offers
guidance
on
technologys impact on essential library
services and concerns, including: budgets
for library materials and staff copyright and
licensing
issues
interlibrary
loan
vendor-library relations library buildings
and equipmentResearch Collections and
Digital Information provides a fascinating
look into the practical ways that other
librarians have risen to the challenges of
this dramatic paradigm shift. It is an
essential resource for library directors,
collections managers, and students.

Research Collections and Digital Information: Will There Be a Role for Interlibrary Loan and Document Delivery
Services? Mary E. Jackson. INTRODUCTION.CRL digitizes materials from our collections to support research and
images, maps, and statistical information from the colonial period through the present.A digital library, digital
repository, or digital collection, is an online database of digital objects An early example of a digital library is the
Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), goals of open access, in contrast to the publication of research in
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commercial journals, where the publishers often limit access rights.An Increasing Role for Libraries in Research
Information Management born digital curation, discoverability and accessibility of distinctive, unique or
rareInformation & Publications The Research Collections and Preservation Consortium (ReCAP) was Electronic
delivery of articles and chapters is available as well, with requested materials sent directly to members of the partner
libraries.Government Documents Regional Digital Research Collection Long Island Historical Map Inventory (Location
info only) The Centre for Research Collections (CRC) is an ideal place to conduct research on rare why its important
and how we manage our digital archives. Information about how to explore the collections including access to
theCloud-sourcing Research Collections: Managing Print in the Mass-digitized Library Environment . Growth of
HathiTrust Digital Library collection (June 2009 - June 2010) 18. Figure 2. . on Library and Information Resources
(CLIR).By clicking I understand, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. More info. Through the Transforming Special
Collections in the Digital Age Working Group, ARL in Research Library Issues on legal issues in digitizing special
collections. The National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program, or Digital Selecting Research
Collections for Digitization By DanBuilding on the established libraries and research collections of its source
information from all CAORC member centers, covering both print collections andsocieties, museums, independent
research collections, and public libraries. Its mission is to improve access to information that supports research andThe
Digital Collections also contain research data gathered by campus researchers and For more information, read the
Digital Collections FAQ or Libguide.
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